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 Many researchers have discussed various topics in universal mobile 

telecommunication system (UMTS) networks: the process of switching from 

one cell to another for the subscriber and the impact of the quality of the 

connection during the transition process, quality of services (QoS), the 

quality of the uplink and downlink carrier line, the various types of code for 

the voice transmitted through the Internet, especially the research that 

discussed voice over internet protocol (VoIP) technology as voice travels 

from cell to cell in mobile networks, depending on the type of delivery. In 

this paper, a proposed scenario of a UMTS network was implemented to 

evaluate the multicellular VoIP movement; the proposed UMTS network was 

simulated using the OPNET 14.5 simulator. The calculation and analysis of 

the different parameters of the user while moving from one cell to another 

with different movement speeds considered, the best mean opinion score 

(MOS) value (3.19) registered for the scenario (soft handover) comparing 

with another type of handover (3.00). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, the number of mobile Internet users are constantly increasing due to rapid development and 

spread of various wireless technologies and interoperability around the world for microwave access, many 

providers provide Internet service via different wireless networks [1]. Wireless networks available 

everywhere to connect the Internet in a stable manner at any time, the voice over internet protocol (VoIP) 

applications have become the most popular in many of the wireless networks everywhere, VoIP considers the 

next generation of mobile phones. While many users easily use VoIP connections, however, users cannot 

bypass wireless networks while communicating over internet protocol (IP) because different factors such as 

diffraction, scattering, reflection, and power restricted which caused connection instability in wireless 

networks. 

Chacón and Edward [2] described a proposal research to study the performance of the handover on 

VoIP service in the universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) network. They focus on the effect 

of the handoff on the quality of receive and transmit voice. Alsahlany [3], analysis and evaluation of service 

quality performance to get the maximum QoS value, VoIP traffic was performed under different types of 

voice coding. Using the coding appropriately is very important in implementing VoIP. The results showed 

that the codec G.729A has an acceptable MOS value and the lowest received deviation for the transmission 
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packet compared with G.711 and G.723.1. Besides that, the average delay, such as average end to end delay 

and audio noise, are lower in G.729A codecs with respect to other codecs indicated. Duran et al. [4] designed 

for both horizontal and vertical delivery of the sound quality over wireless LAN, so these factors were taken 

into account in the planning and dimensions of wireless and cellar convergence networks. It is illustrated how 

the horizontal delivery interval can have a significant impact on conversation quality, due to packet loss. The 

results showed that it takes a longer time for quality improvement to be seen that way due to the impact of 

modernity. 

Munadi et al. [5], that the handover delay for the subnet scenario does not cause the call session to 

be interrupted, but rather stops the audio flow only within 118 milliseconds (with zero packet loss), with the 

delivery process completed, the call session can continue. Jakimoski and Janevski [6] conducted a study on 

the performance of sending voice packets during vertical transfers between 3GHSPA, WiMAX (IEEE 

802.16), and Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11). They analyzed performance metrics, such as latency, delivery, and packet 

loss, to obtain the effects of vertical scrolling on the performance of the mobile node. Results from UMTS to 

WiMAX showed that the handover delay has been severely affected by selecting time-lapse parameters on 

the link layer, Packet loss is also analyzed to obtain the best improvement in vertical deliveries between 

UMTS, WiMAX, and WLAN for VoIP traffic.  

Yussuf et al. [7] compared the evaluation of hard handover performance and soft handover for the 

UMTS network. They simulated and analysis of UMTS handover, operations based on different QoS 

parameters such as uplink transmission capacity, number of active setcell, experimental channel and number 

of cells removed from active setcell. They discovered that soft handover supports signal continuity while 

moving through the geographic region.  

The author of Fitzpatrick et al. [8], proposed a new mechanism for providing VoIP service over the 

WLAN (IEEE 802.11b) using stream control transmission protocol (SCTP). SCTP is used to permits a user 

connection to multiple WLAN access points. Poll packets of VoIP data at different data rates used to evaluate 

the quality metrics of the available networks. As it turned out, the delivery mechanism worked on WLAN 

networks with different data rates using three different of audio codecs. The results also showed a high 

relationship between the MOS value calculated by the proposed mechanism and the MOS value measured by 

a VoIP call in the WLAN. The researchers presented a simulation showing the delivery of SCTP endpoints 

between AP heterogeneous transfer rates.  

Chowdhury and Gregory [9], the performance of handover in 3G mobile networks is compared to 

handover used in WiMAX technology based on Internet applications. A softer handover was found, 

providing the best received traffic and packet delay from one party to another by comparing three types of 

UMTS handover. This research focuses on the quality of VoIP communication during the movement of the 

user in wireless networks during the transition from one cell to the neighboring cell through a study MOS, 

Jitter, and the average end to end delay. This paper is focused on investigating the VoIP performance for 

mobile stations moving between two cells in UMTS network at different speeds with different types of 

handover. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Handover classifications. 

Section 3 provides our proposed network model architecture and its description. The simulation results 

presented in section 4. Conclusions are drawn to section 5. 

 

 

2. HANDOVER CLASSIFICATIONS  

Handover is the process that allows a user to move within a network from one cell to another, 

without losing the connection [10], [11]. The 802.11 standard does not specify the delivery process, but it 

describes the basic processes as resetting the reconnection mechanism. The reconnection process is “Non-

transparent” to the user when the user moves and passes from one access point to another within the network. 

In the UMTS network, there are different types of handovers [12], [13]. 

 

2.1.  UMTS network handovers 

2.1.1.  Hard handover 

In this type, the old link is broken before the new link creates between the users and the radio 

network this process described by (hard handover), also it called a pre-made break. In cellular GSM systems 

where a different frequency is assigned to each cell so that hard handover is used. When the user wants to 

create a new link, the old link disconnected before creating a new link at a different frequency in the desired 

cell. Hard handover uses a simple algorithm. When the signal strength in the new cell is greater than that of 

the previous cell, then the mobile station uses a hard handover with a certain threshold  [14], [15]. The main 

benefit of this type is caller uses only one channel at any instant of the time. So, in the hard handover, the 

phone hardware does not require to complete to receive two or more parallel channels. The main drawbacks 

of the hard handover are the call may be ended during the handover process [16], [17]. 
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2.1.2.  Soft handover 

In this type, the channel in the source cell is held and used for a while in parallel with the channel in 

the target cell that is known as soft handover. CDMA technology used in UMTS. In the UMTS network, all 

cell has the ability to use the same frequency band and the mobile user can create connections with multiple 

base stations at the same time, in this type of handover, two parallel connections are created between the base 

stations [18]. The main benefits in the soft handover, source cell linking is broken when the reliable linking is 

established with the target cell. In the soft handover, the multiple cell channels are at the same time 

maintained, when the channels interfere then call could be failing. On the other hand, this type, need more 

complex hardware to continue the processing in several parallel channels. In soft handover, a single call used 

several parallel channels [3], [19]-[21].  

 

 

3. NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION  

3.1.  Simulation model 

The simulation scenario for our proposed model is shown in Figure 1. It consists of one UMTS 

network located inside the workspace 3000x200 km2 topography. The UMTS network, including server, 

router, UMTS_ serving GPRS support node (SGSN), UMTS_ radio network controller (RNC) respectively, 

and two square neighbored cells. Each cell consists of  UMTS_node_B (tower named gateway) and one 

mobile station. The scenario also included the application definition and profile configuration which are 

necessary  to define an application that works in the network. The coverage area of each base station 

UMTS_node_B is 1.5 kilometers. Simulations were performed using OPNET modeler 14.5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The proposed UMTS network structure  

 

 

3.2.  Simulation parameters 

In the simulation structure shown in Figure 1 there are different parameters investigated [22]-[25]:  

− The mean opinion score (MOS) in VoIP provides a numerical measure from 1 to 5 this parameter is used 

to evaluate the quality of human speech at the destination. Where 5 refers to the best quality while 1 

refers to lower quality.  

− Jitter is a technical definition that refers to the changeability over the time of the latency across a network. 

Latency is the time needed to transmit and receive an audio packet from source to destination. Calculating 

jitter value includes measuring the variation between packet delays or the packet to packet delay time in 

any VoIP call of online services.  

− Trajectory describes the path taken by the station during movement from one point to another, in the 

proposed model all scenarios using the same path in different speed and different handover technology 

(hard and soft). 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Figure 2 shows the MOS value for the mobile station (mobile 2_1) through moving from one cell to 

another using soft handover. In this scenario when the soft handover was enabled the mobile station to use 

trajectory with different speeds 30 and 40 kilometers per hour. The curve clearly showed that the MOS value 

of the moving mobile station at speed 30 k/h has better performance than the same station moving in 40 k/h 

speed. The performance comparison between soft handover and hard handover is shown in Figure 3, The 

performance is investigated with respect to the jitter value (sec). In this figure the maximum jitter is recorded 

for hard handover with value (0.005 sec). This scenario is investigated with two different cases, the first case 

mobile station moves from away the right edge of BS1 to away the left edge of BS2 and return to other point 

in away right edge of BS1for three times. In this case, mobile node is moved from different sectors in BS1 

arriving to BS2 when the soft handover is supported. In case two, the same action is implemented with active 

hard handover. In both cases, mobile station was moving in 30 km/h. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The mean opinion score for soft handover with different speed 30 and 40 km/h 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The jitter value in speed 30 km/h in hard handover and soft handover 
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Figure 4 describes the active setcell for the proposed simulation structure for the subscriber moving 

in speed 30 k/h with different handover mechanisms, the parameter active setcell during all the simulation 

time for the hard handover equal (1) while the active setcell in the soft handover cage between tow values 1.4 

and 1.5. Figure 5 shows the average end to end delay values with respect to the simulation time. Results 

shows that the soft handover has the minimum end to end delay with respect to another handover. The 

obtained results are returned to two factors the size of transmit packet and data rate transmission. The low 

data rate transmission and the large size of packet transmission make the required time to process packet 

increase.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. active setcell soft handover and hard handover 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. End to End delay for hard and soft hand over 

 

 

The average sent and received voice traffic for the mobile station in speed moving 30 km/h is shown 

in Figure 6. When the difference between the average sent and received traffic be small that means a network 
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is more efficient. The percentage of losses of the proposed UMTS network with hard handover (0.2) is more 

than the percentage losses compared with the soft handover (0.13). This result explains that the noise added 

in the soft hand over the proposed UMTS network is less compared to the hard handover, so the soft 

handover is more efficient. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Average voice traffic S&R for soft & hard handover 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

The evaluation of a VoIP performance for mobile stations moving between two cells at different 

speeds and different handover mechanisms was performed in a different type of handover in this paper. The 

handover mechanism considers a very important parameter in implementing VoIP service to get the best 

value for the quality of service. The results showed that the type (soft handover) in a simulation gives an 

important result for VoIP performance, The soft handover has a satisfactory MOS value (3.19) and minimum 

deviation ratio received for the transmission packet compared to (Hard handover). Also, the average delay is 

(0.24 sec), and minimum audio jitter value for soft handover (0.0037) compared to the hard handover 

(0.0041).  
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